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UNITED REPUBLIC OF TANZANIA 

 
PRESIDENT’S OFFICE REGIONAL ADMINISTRATION AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT DODOMA REGION 

THE CITY COUNCIL OF DODOMA 

 

FORM IV PRE-MOCK EXAMINATION 2021 

 

051/1     FINE ART 1 

TIME: 3:00 HOURS                                                                                           MARCH, 2021 

INSTRUCTIONS 

1. This paper consists of section A, B and C with total of 10 questions. 

2. Answer all questions in section A and B and two(2) questions in section C 
3. Your work must be neat and clean. 
4. Write your examination number on every page of the answer sheet. 
5. Cellular phones are not allowed in the examination room. 

 

SECTION A (20 Marks) 

1. For each items i-xv, choose the correct answer from among the given alternatives and 

write its letters beside the item number in the answer sheet. 
 

i. Which of the following is not an essential quality of a good poster? 
A    A poster must be displayed in a public space 
B    The colours used should be attractive 

C    The message should be brief and to the point 

D    The message must contain incomplete sentences 
E     A poster must carry the message with illustration 
 

ii. ……..Is an art of representing objects or forms chiefly by means of line 

A   Painting     B   Drawing     C   Designing     D   Sculpture     E   Print making 
 

iii. Why an artist use light and shade technique in drawing object? 

A   In order to portray shadow     B   In order to portray texture 
C   In order to portray volume      D   In order to portray shape 
E   In order to portray length 

 

iv. Which are appropriate primary colors? 
A   Red, Yellow and Purple    B   Red, Blue and Yellow     C   Blue, Green and Purple 
C   Orange, Purple and Red     E   Yellow, Green and Blue 

 
v. As an element of art, how can a visual texture be identified? 

A   Through smelling          B   Through hearing         C   Through touching 
D   Through testing            E   Through seeing 
 

vi. What is the meaning of Motif? 
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A   Is repeated in different ways to create patterns 
B   Is repeated in different ways to create balance 

C    Is repeated in different ways to create proportion 
D   Is repeated in different ways to create value      

E   Is repeated in different ways to create emphasis 

 
vii. What are basic components of a work of art? 

A   Content, Form and Subject     B   Form, Shape and Content 

C   Subject, Shape and Form        D   Shape, Subject and texture 

E   Shape, Subject and Content 
 

viii. What are the principles of art? 

A   Balance, emphasis, line, shape and form 
B   Shape, harmony, movement and unity 
C   Movement, balance, line and contrast 

D   Line, harmony, form and unity 
E   Balance, contrast, unity, emphasis and proportion 

 
ix. Suppose that you are an artist who is assigned a quarter part of khanga. What set 

of visual elements will be used to show the layout? 
A   Shape, shading and perspective     B   Balance, movements and lines 

C   Lines, shape and proportion           D   Lines, shape and value 
E   Shape, rhythm and proportion 
 

x. Which of the following will involve an arrangement of a text and pictorial material 

within an available space? 
      A   Printing    B   Lettering    C   Layout    D   Calligraphy    E Constructed 

    

xi. Suppose you are asked to mix any two primaries in more or less equal proportions 

to produce a secondary colour. Which statement is correct about colours? 
A   When mixing red and yellow, the result is green 

B   When mixing blue and red, the result is an orange 

C   When mixing yellow and blue, the result is violet 
D   When mixing red and blue, the result is purple 

E   When mixing yellow and blue, the result is an orange 
 

xii. What is portraiture? 
A   It is a feature of the body 

B   It is a human figure and its characteristics 
C   It is a human proportions of the body 
D   It is a human face and its characteristics 

E   It is a structure of the human figure 

 
xiii. Which tools are suitable for creating visual texture on a work of art? 

A   Crayon and colour    B   Brush and colour    C   Pen and ink 

D   Pencil and eraser     E   Charcoal and eraser 

 
xiv. A picture of an object that used to represent an idea, concept, object or an 

association in designing is known as 

A   Logo    B   Emblem     C   Poster     D    Illustration   E   Badge 
 

xv. You are required to design a poster so as to present information in a logical, 

coherent way and to make the important elements stand out.  
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2. Match the following paint description in Column A with their correct colour names 
in Column B by writing the letter of the correct response besides the item number 

in your answer sheet provided. 
 

COLUMN A COLUMN B 

i. Colours which are able to mix 
most other colours in the 
visible spectrum. 

 

ii. Colours which are directly 
opposite each other and 
create maximum contrast and 

maximum stability. 
 

 
iii. Colours which are created by 

mixing two primary colours. 
 

iv. Colours which are close to 
each other on the colour 
wheel and considered to have 

a harmonious relationship. 

 
 

v. Colours made with equal 

mixture of primary colours 

added one secondary colour 
adjacent on a colour wheel. 

 

 

A. Primary colours 
 

B. Monochrome colours 

 

C. Analogous colours 
 

D. Secondary colours 

 
E. Tertiary colours 

 
F. Additive colours 

 
G. Complementary colours 

 
H. Intermediate colours  

 

SECTION B (50 Marks) 

3. With illustrations, briefly describe five techniques of shading in drawing. 

 
4.  (a) What is balance as used in artwork? 

 (b) Briefly explain three types of balance as a principle of design in fine arts. 

 

5. Suppose you were ordered to make an emblem for the institute of Education. Briefly 
explain characteristics which will guide you to make the emblem. 
 

6. Briefly describe five elements of art as used in art  
 

7. (a) Explain the function of contrast in graphic design. 
(b) List five that contrast can be shown.  

 

SECTION C (30 Marks) 

8. Explain six roles of art which the artists associate with human life. 
9. Examine five steps used for maintaining painting brushes. 
10. Mention and explain the qualities of a good poster.  
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